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Agriculture

by Suzanne Rose
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of foreclosure cases.
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banks, some of which are guaranteed
by the FmHA, hor did it affect the
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affected by weather over the last two
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Responding to the report,Food for
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er Ron Wieczorek, whose own request
for loan servicing has been denied,
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35% overturn of these cases

by the FmHA is intolerable. What
about the farmers who didn't even
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farmers give up because they could no
longer expect fair treatment from their
government agency?
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farmer out of business. If
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cases reviewed showed mishandling
by theFmHA, what about all the farm
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25% during 1994. An Iowa
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of
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chaired by Washington State Supreme

January 1994 Farm Journal, says that

two-thirds of th� state's farm families
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didn't earn enough to meet living ex

and the proceedings, known as the
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"Goodloe Report," were widely circu

A moratorium is on the table

lated.1t concluded that "the finance in

again. The question is whether farm

dustry in North and South Dakota is

ers will allow themselves to be bought

operating under a collusive plan to liq

off by crumbs, such as the latest De

uidate farmers by unlawful overreach

partment of Agriculture gambit of
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providing fund� for "rural develop

plan is being implemented to create a

ment." Some farmers will be given

unification of land under central own
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erships, forcing citizens to leave the re

yuppie markets while people around
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the world starve. The alternative is
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presented

by
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In South Dakota, Food for Peace

LaRouche, to rid our thinking of free

activists demanded an investigation in

market axioms which allow food to be
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and
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treated as a commodity or asset for

ers who were put out of business prior

showed up at hearings to testify in ear

speculators, and to engage in a politi

to the moratorium? Shouldn't they ex
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cal fight to enforce parity pricing and
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Espy's March 6,

1993 offer of a

moratorium until loans in foreclosure
were reviewed, came amid a broader
fight initiated by Food for Peace for a
full moratorium on farm loans pending
an investigation into the practices of
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1993. In the midst of this furor, on
1993, at the national con

March 6,
vention

of
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rebuild the entire economy.
Unfortunately, the opposite view
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was expressed
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affected a tiny percentage

the FmHA, former Farmers Union
lobbyist Mike bunn, who said that

volved in the FmHA's direct lending

programs was �eded.
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better supervision ofFmHA's lending
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